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WHERE ON EARTH… are these statues?  Find out on Page 7 
INSPIRATIONAL PEOPLE  Possibly one of  the UK’s most famous authors Page 4 

 LITTLE EARTH 
       Monthly news and facts from around the World for Belford First School children 

BELFORD BELFORD BELFORD PRE SCHOOL & FIRST SCHOOL�make believe learn achieve

ANIMALS         Page 8

See our newspaper in full colour online and keep up with latest school news:      
www.belfordfirst.northumberland.sch.uk      

Quote of the month 

KEEP CALM
AND  

DO YOUR 

HOMEWORK

 ANIMALS… BUNNY RABBIT

Meet Darius, the world’s biggest 
bunny rabbit. He measures 4ft long 
and weights a huge 3 and a half 
stone.

Annette Edwards, who has been 
feeding 5 year old Darius 2,000 
carrots and 700 apples a year, says 
‘He is very laid back, its more like 
having a dog’.

WORD OF THE MONTH 

transport

-To carry or move from one 
place to another. 
The lorry transported the 
goods from London to 
Edinburgh. 

-To be carried away by a strong 
emotion 
‘The book transported her to 
new worlds’ 

How does the moon 
affect us being able 
to go to Holy Island 

for the day? 
See Page 6
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QUESTION FOR A 
GROWN UP… 

Where would you 
most like to go to in 
the world? 
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Did you know…

Mickey Mouse was originally a rabbit!  

Walt Disney created ‘Oswald the Lucky Rabbit’ in 
the1920’s. Walt Disney developed many characters who 
changed over time and Oswald turned into a mouse 
called ‘Mickey Mouse’ - he looks similar even though 
he's a rabbit.

CUTE GALLERY

…Oy you're not a rabbit! 

SMURFS

Best friends Brainy, 
Clumsy and Hefty are 
along for the ride, but 
they might be more 
hindrance than help. 
And between a 
dangerous forest full of 
magical creatures, and 
the evil wizard 
Gargamel hot on their 
tail, it looks like they 
have their work cut 
out! 

POWER RANGERS

When five teenagers 
who don’t fit in at 
home or at school 
discover mysterious, 
otherworldly crystals, 
they’re imbued with 
incredible abilities and 
become the mighty 
morphin’ ‘Power 
Rangers’.

THE BOSS BABY

When Tim Templeton 
found out he was 
getting a baby brother, 
he couldn't possibly 
have prepared himself 
for the arrival of ‘The 
Boss Baby', a suit-
wearing, briefcase-
carrying, hyper-
intelligent little boy.

BEAUTY AND THE 
BEAST

Retelling the timeless 
tale for a new 
generation, ‘Beauty And 
The Beast’ is the story 
of Belle, a spirited, 
intelligent and beautiful 
woman who is taken 
prisoner by a beast. 

Trapped and alone, she 
gradually begins to 
befriend the castle’s 
enchanted staff – 
Cogsworth the clock, 
Lumiere the candlestick 
and Mrs. Potts the 
teapot. And over time, 
she learns to look past 
her captor’s monstrous 
appearance, beginning 
to fall for the kind-
hearted prince he once 
was. 

EASTER FILMS
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE THIS HOLIDAY!



MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
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School break up 
for Easter Holiday

8 9 

Palm Sunday

10 11 12 13 14 

Good Friday

15 16 

Easter Day

17 

Bank Holiday

18 19 20 21 22 23 

St.Georges Day

24 

Back to School

25 26 27 28 29 30

MAY 
1 

Bank Holiday

2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

 APRIL Calendar… add in your dates!
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 WHERE IN THE WORLD…    easter island

The name "Easter Island" was given by 
the island's first recorded European 
visitor, the Dutch explorer Jacob 
Roggeveen, who encountered it on 
Easter Sunday in 1722.  

2,180 miles west of Chile, Easter Island is one of the worlds most 
isolated islands with around 6,000 people living there.  

The island is about 15.3 miles long by 7.6 miles at its widest point. 
Its overall shape is triangular. There are three freshwater crater 
lakes but no permanent streams or rivers. There are 3 volcanoes 
on the island. Easter Island is a tropical rainforest. 

The history of 900 statues is captivating and mysterious, and is 
what the island is most famous for.  

The massive stone structures were created by artists between 110 
and 1650. They were made out of volcanic stone. Recent 
experiments suggest that it would have taken 30 people to move 
the sculptures into position, and it would have taken 300 people 
to make the rope and food required. 

For hundreds of years only the heads were visible, 
but in 2012 the first photographs of the hidden 
bodies emerged when researchers began cleaning 
and investigating the sculptures. 

They discovered the sculptures were much larger 
than the head and shoulders on the slope of a 
volcano. It is thought centuries of extreme 
weather and lava from the volcano erupting 
caused them to be buried under layers of silt 
until only the heads remained visible. 
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